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Abstract
Contextual essay on signatures in the Hale Signers Collection at the University of Pennsylvania Libraries.
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It’s challenging to try and pick out just one unique item from our
collection to celebrate Independence Day. In 1776 the University of
Pennsylvania was located just a few blocks away from Independence
Hall and several of those present at the Second Continental Congress
had ties to the University.  It seems fitting then to feature the
Libraries’ Hale Signers Collection (Ms. Coll. 621). This collection
consists of an assortment of documents – each of which bear the
signature of one of the 56 men who signed the Declaration of
Independence [1].
 
 
 
 
Thecollection was
assembled over the
course of the 19th
century by John Mills Hale of
Philipsburg, Pa. and given to the
University after his death. The
collection is not only interesting for its
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John Adams autograph from the Hale Signers
Collection on a receipt dated 1762.
—
John Hancock’s unmistakable
autograph from the Hale Signers
Collection on a letter dated 14 May
1773.
—
Benjamin Franklin’s—
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artifactual value but also for
understanding historical memory and
nationalism in the nineteenth century.
Penn’s Hale collection has been used
by researchers interested in how the
idea of “founding fathers” and
“signers” was constructed in the early
United States.  For those interested in reading an in-depth account
of how autograph mania and the historical memory of the founding
of the US intersected, Josh Lauer (formerly a Penn graduate student
and now a professor at UNH) has written the best account [2].
Amassing a complete collection of signers autographs is extremely
difficult today but was also no easy task for Hale. You might think
that a Jefferson or Franklin autograph would be hardest to find, but
collectors have long had the most difficulty finding signatures for two
more obscure signers, Thomas Lynch Jr. and Button Gwinnett.
Lynch represented South Carolina at the convention but is perhaps
more famous as the only signer with no known place of burial for he
died in a shipwreck in 1779, just three years after signing the
declaration. Note that Lynch’s signature in the Hale collection has
been clipped from another document – indicating just how hard it
was for Hale to find signers’ autographs in their original context.
Gwinnett, who represented Georgia at the convention, also died soon
after the convention. He was killed in a duel in 1777 with Gen.
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Lachlan McIntosh, both have counties in Georgia named after them
today. Because they both died young and well before the fame of
the signers caught on, their signatures are extremely difficult to
obtain, Gwinnett’s can obtain six-figure prices at auction and only
exists in 51 known examples.  Hale’s copy of Gwinnett’s autograph
comes from a printed mercantile document. In fact of all the known
Gwinett signatures all but one come from such ephemeral documents
rather than actual correspondence [3].
Enjoy the Holiday and look out for stray Gwinnett’s and Lynch’s the
next time you visit a flea market!
——–
[1] For a full listing of the documents and signatures which comprise
the Hale collection see here.
[2] Josh Lauer, “Traces of the Real: Autographomania and the Cult
of the Signers in Nineteenth-Century America,” Text and
Performance Quarterly Vol. 27, No. 2, April 2007, pp. 143-163.
[3] Ryan Speer, Button Gwinnett Signatures:A Census.
http://www.manuscript.org/ButtonGwinnett.pdf
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